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Time to Reduce Stress and Increase
Higher productivity, lower stress – can they be
combined for people like us in the software industry? Of course they can! After speaking with
the participants in our Scrum projects – both inhouse and among our customers – I am increasingly convinced that it really is possible.
Over three years ago, we decided to focus on
Agile development here at Softhouse Consulting. We admit this was no easy decision, since
we already had the reputation of being southern Sweden’s premier consultancy for Rational
Unified Process. But once we saw the results of
our first project, we were quickly convinced that
we had made the right choice. In their undisturbed “creativity room” the team solved tasks at
an amazing pace. And as if that wasn’t enough,
during follow up we often heard that they felt it
was more fun to work using Agile methods.

Two Activities
Naturally this inspired a rapid development here
at Softhouse:
• We remain strong in our original activity as software developers for the telecom industry. For
years we have had a firmly established reputation
as experts in mobile multimedia and network solutions for telecom.
• We are quickly becoming established as leading
specialists in Agile thinking, Lean software development, and Scrum methodology. Our aspirations are high: the goal is to become Scandinavia’s
leading company in the field.
Network of Contacts Important
While implementing Agile software development
in small and large enterprises there is one thing we
value above all else: our network of contacts. We

Productivity
have the privilege of partnering with some of the
world’s leading authorities in the field. Here in
Lean Magazine we want to offer more people the
chance to share their observations. Some of you
will even have the chance to meet them “IRL” at
Øresund Agile 2007 in June.

Lars Halling
CEO of Softhouse Consulting
Öresund AB
PS. Read more about our new
outsourcing concept Scrum
Sourcing on page 4.
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Scrum Sourcing
– basic elements
The basic elements of
the Scrum Sourcing
model are:
• Iterative project model
for early and continous
feedback
• Built-in mechanisms
for enhanced project
visibility
• Flexible requirement
management
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Iterative project model

Scrum Sourcing is based on the Scrum
project model which is used by several hyper productive organizations
in North America. It is based on an
iterative approach where the project
produces a deliverable of executable
software in 30-day Sprints. After each
Sprint the customer evaluates the de-

livered software and has the opportunity to change direction of the project,
or even finish it.
Enhanced project visibility

Scrum sourcing contains a set of mechanisms which enhances the visibility
of the project for the customer. Each
day the project has a stand-up meeting
called the Daily Scrum, where the team
goes through the status of every task,
and the customer and management has
the opportunity to listen.
Furthermore, the progress of the
whole project is displayed every day in
a so called Burn-down Chart, which
is a diagram that monitors how much
work remains to fulfil the goals of the
current Sprint.
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Agile development methods is not for inhouse development only. Scrum has been used as the basic concept for
Softhouse’s latest outsourcing services, and is now an established offering under the name Scrum Sourcing®.

Scrum Sourcing is Softhouse’s new
outsourcing model designed for the
pace and competitiveness of today’s
software industry. Compared to traditional outsourcing concepts it gives
outstanding flexibility and visibility,
while at the same time offering improved productivity of outsourced
projects.
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Flexible requirement management

Instead of creating a large Requirement Specification upfront, the customer administers a Backlog. A Backlog is a list with the desired features
of the system in priority order. Only
the highest prioritized features – the
ones which will be implemented in the
coming Sprint – need to be specified
in detail.
At the start of each iteration the
customer and supplier agree on how
many items in the Backlog can be
implemented in the next Sprint. These
items are then removed from the top
of the list. Until next Sprint the customer can then change the priority order of the existing items in the
Backlog, or add new ones. µ
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The Scrum Sourcing process:
At the start of each Sprint the
Scrum team at the supplier
picks out the highest priority features from the Product/
Project Backlog. The number
of features selected is based
on the total development
work the team can perform in
one Sprint. During the Sprint
the work is followed up by

daily stand-up meetings and
burn-down charts which indicate in real time how much
work is left according to plan.
At the end of each Sprint the
new functionality is demonstrated and it is decided if a
new Sprint should be performed.

Scrum Sourcing is a registered trade mark of Softhouse Consulting.
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”People

need to

shift their mindset to an Agile

Jeff Sutherland:

Scrum for the

BIG ONES

mindset!”

✏ By Gustav Bergman, Marketing Director of Softhouse Consulting

During his long career, Jeff Sutherland – often referred to as the inventor of
Scrum – has participated in many projects where Scrum has been implemented in larger organizations. In this article, he shares his experiences in an industry where offshore outsourcing is a major trend.
When did you first try Scrum for larger
projects?

In 1996 I was hired by IDX-systems as
their VP of product development, and
eventually their CTO. I started at that
company with about 300 developers,
and by year 2000 we had almost 600.
So we started immediately by converting the 300 developers that were in the
company – all of them – to Scrum in
1996.
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And how were the Scrum teams organized in this company?

IDX had several business units with different product sets, and all the products
had to work together in large enterprises. The larger product units had about
100–150 developers, and the smaller
ones were 30–60 developers.
One of the interesting things I am
finding in companies now is that
about 60 developers tend to be a
product unit. If the product is bigger it can typically be broken down
into pieces that work well, with about
30–60 developers in each development

team. And that can be very nicely broken down into a set of Scrums that is
run by a Scrum of Scrums which consists typically of the leaders of every
Scrum team.
And, according to your experience,
how many Scrums would there typically be in a product unit with 60 developers?

If you divide that by seven you get a
little bit less than nine, so it would
probably be seven or eight Scrums.

When starting with these larger
projects with Scrums of several and
more Scrums – which were your greatest challenges?

We really did not have any significant
problem in extending it into multiple teams. The problems we had were
the typical problems when starting up
a single Scrum – making people understand how it works and following
the process. Having the daily meetings
and get the reports out, so the whole

Jeff Sutherland
Jeff Sutherland is the
inventor of the Scrum
development process,
which was first used at
Easel Corporation in the
early 90s. He has been
VP of Engineering and/or
CTO for nine software
product companies,
developing Scrum in four
of them and introducing
today’s standard Scrum
methodology to five of
them.
Visit his blog at:
www.jeffsutherland.com
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Two of the major challenges
you will have to deal with
when you implement Scrum
in a large organization is
• to change the mindset in
the organization in general
and on management-level in
particular
• to make the size of the
Scrum teams small enough,
preferably 7–9 people in each
team.

team could see the state of the project
every day.
In retrospect at IDX we had very
detailed data provided by external
consultants on the productivity of every team.
I engaged Capers Jones, who is
one of the leading productivity analysts in the United States. I had his
company come in and do a function
point analysis of every release for all
products. So we knew how many
function points were added incrementally by every team. So we got
a clear velocity that was completely independent of any team, and
was comparable across teams. IDX
on the average increased their productivity with a factor of about 2.4
using Scrum – that is 240 percent.
But Scrum was designed to produce teams that get five to ten times
of industry average. I was always
interested in finding a few teams
– which we did have – that hit that
hyperproductive state. And I was
always trying to figure out why the
Scrums that only doubled produc-

tivity – why they couldn’t do more.
At IDX in retrospect, I had a lot of
difficulty getting them to break the
teams down small enough. They had
a culture that historically had had
thirty person teams – and I managed
to get these teams down to fifteen
or less, but I could not get them all
consistently down to seven. Industry data show that seven people can
finish the same project earlier than
eleven people – so that I think significantly impacted productivity.
You know, the goal of Scrum is to
achieve Toyota-level performance,
that is four times the level of your
competitors in terms of throughput,
and twelve times the quality. And
the fact that we only doubled the
productivity and could not get four
times I believe was directly related
to the team size.
So, one of the problems when implementing Scrum in larger organizations
is obviously that it is hard to get the
size of the teams small enough.

Are there other challenges that an organization should look out for when
changing to Scrum?

Well, in order for Scrum to succeed,
people need to shift their mindset to
an Agile mindset. And, with Scrum,
there’s a continuous quality improvement process, that is designed to on a
daily basis surface problems, or impediments. And a primary role of the Scrum
Master who is leading the Scrum team
is to prioritize and resolve those impediments. Some of these impediments
are a result of other parts of the company disrupting the team. So, one of the
jobs of the Scrum Master is to keep the
rest of the company from disrupting
the team and getting management support to resolve the impediments. And if
the entire management team does not
know what Scrum is all about, and why
we do things the way we do it is hard
to get them to help. If the management continually stays in an old mindset, they will not achieve the level of
performance that they need, and in the
worst cases it makes the Scrum implementation impossible. µ

Jeff Sutherland on:

... making information available
One of the goals is to make
all information available to
everybody, so that everybody
knows were the project is all
the time, and exactly what the
problems are.
And there are always people
who will be impacted by this
free availability of information.
Particularly if they are trying to
protect their own organization
and trying to sub-optimize the
corporation by building their
internal empire. As soon as
the information surfaces that
reveals that that is causing
problems with global throughput, that organization – and
particularly the management
of that organization – can

often try to crush the Scrum
implementation. And even if
they don’t try to crush it they
are not helpful. They try to
keep information secret. They
try to avoid any comparison
that would make their less
productive teams look bad and
they are manoeuvring against
a good implementation of an
Agile process.

Jeff Sutherland on:

The “waterfall mentality” is a linear
planning process so that the management thinks that you can create a
Gantt-chart that plans out the project
for the next three years, and you’ll
systematically follow that Gantt-chart
step-by-step. But what we know, in
all companies, is that on average half
of the requirements change during
the development process, and many
unpredictable things come up. So
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that the dependencies that were outlined in that initial project plan turned
out to be wrong almost within the
first month. The beauty with the Agile
approach is that you adapt to that.
But if management holds this linear
plan – “You must do this because you
said you were going to do exactly this
six month ago” – they will destroy
the implementation.

Photo: clipart.com

... the waterfall mentality

You have typically these problems with an old mindset versus the new. Toyota has found out the same thing – they
have a consulting group, and they’ve shown that they can
come into any company and introduce Lean practices, and
virtually double any parameter that is related to productivity
or quality in six months. They come in and they work for six
months and then they leave, and those productivity metrics decay – because the mindset tends to revert back to
the old mindset. That is another example of the problems
of implementing Agile or Lean processes in a company. If it
is a small team this is not such a big problem, but if it is the
whole company or a large set of teams it is a much bigger
cultural change that you have to work with.
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... the change in corporate culture

Jeff Sutherland on:
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SirsiDynix – Provo, Utah
StarSoft – St. Petersburg

”Five times the industry average
✏ By Gustav Bergman, Marketing Director of Softhouse Consulting

Recently Jeff Sutherland studied
Scrum in an outsourced organiza
tion at SirsiDynix. The findings were
quite extraordinary: this interconti
nental project achieved a productiv
ity of five times the industry aver
age. Here, Sutherland describes the
project in his own words.
– Well, to take it from the start, Jack
Blount was CEO of Dynix, and then
they merged with Sirsi in the middle of the project so he became the
CTO of the combined company. He
had done outsourcing in many companies before – he had been CEO or
CTO of many corporations, and he
had been COO at Borland. So he was
an extremely experienced leader who
when he started this project was the
CEO of the company – so he had a lot
of control.
He decided that he was not going
to produce another outsourced implementation that actually did not improve productivity. He had to actually
increase productivity by outsourcing.
First of all he decided that he had
to have an outsourcing company that
was agile, because if he outsourced
to anything that wasn’t an agile
environment he wasn’t going to
increase productivity enough to make
it worthwhile.
– This was based on Jack Blount’s
own experience with actual outsourced teams. For example, he had
seen in India that it was very difficult
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to keep key people on a project. He
had also seen that the waterfall-style
approach were you simply send
requirements over to the outsourced
company. The combination of
language issues, distance, cultural
variations and a lot of communication
back and forth trying to figure out
what the requirements were – and
then the waterfall implementation of
delivering the requirements made it
much slower. In some cases they actually saved some money, but in other
cases they did not even save money.
It was delayed so much because of
this hand-off and waterfall process
that it just wasn’t worth doing it.
To avoid this Jack Blount first of all
had to have an agile company and he
found one in StarSoft Development
Labs in St. Petersburg. That was a
company started by people out of the
USSR Academy of Sciences, who
were totally dedicated to eXtreme
Programming. They had a company
of about 450 people who were all
doing eXtreme programming. Jack
had a team of 30 people in Utah that
were all doing Scrum – and it was a
good Scrum implementation. He then
negotiated with StarSoft labs if they
would join their team and they would
work according to Scrum.
– The other thing that he found was
the following: In previous outsourced
engagements where they had had
separate teams on two different continents, the teams tended to divert and

not be aligned toward the same direction. He had also found it difficult to
move functionality from one shore to
another if one team at one place was
working faster than the others. And
to avoid that, he wanted complete
geographical transparency.
So, he decided something that is

So, he decided something that is very
unique and there was
a lot of controversy
about. He decided that
every team would be
half in Utah and half in
St. Petersburg.
very unique and there was a lot of
controversy about. He decided that
every team would be half in Utah and
half in St Petersburg.
Mainly to optimize the project, but
also he wanted to build a positive
competitive dynamic between the
teams where every member of every
team on either shore, knew that
somebody off shore could do their
work tomorrow.
– As soon as I heard about this
project I wanted to work with them
and write up a case study because I

– across the Atlantic!”
had found at the IDX Systems organization which we discussed previously
that I had a few teams that went into
a hyperproductive state and got five
to ten times of normal productivity.
One of them was a team that was
distributed across the United States.
There were a few people in Vermont,
a few people in Boston, and a few
people in Seattle. And they met as a single Scrum stand-up meeting, every day.
That team was more effective than
almost every other team in the company. So what I heard about SirsiDynix
it sounded like they were operating
like that distributed team I had at IDX.
And I wanted to drill down and see
what were their best practices that
made that really work.
– I found out that it was the same
best practices that made the teams
hyperproductive at both companies
– but there were some differences.
The thing that Jack Blount did that
made his project so successful, in
addition to making the teams split
across continents, was to make them
have one global build, and that build
was done hourly. He had regular
global builds of code being put in the
configuration management system,
so that everyone was working off the
same code base.
Secondly, he implemented a tool
that would display the burndown of
the Scrum teams and the state of
every task in the sprint backlog, that
everyone could see anywhere all

the time. So they had one configuration management system, one build
system, always working on the same
code with a project management tool
that enabled visibility of every task
and every team on one dashboard.
The thing that they actually did – as
I said in the beginning – was that they
made location totally transparent. No
matter where you were, you were
working on the same code, you were
seeing the same project metric, and
you were working with people who
were at all places at once. So he
made the outsourced team part of his
local team.
– How important are the tools in
this context? Well, Scrum focuses on
a minimum of tools – just as Toyota.
Toyota doesn’t automate anything
until the manual processes work really well, and then they do a minimum
of automation. However, in Scrum
transparency and visibility are essential. And most Scrum teams will do
a stand-up meeting in front of a whiteboard or in front of a board with cards
on where they can visually see the
state of the project. When you have
many teams, every team needs to
oversee the state of other teams, in
particular when you have outsourced
teams it’s even a bigger problem. So,
you need some automated tool where
all the data flows in and everybody
can see it all the time.
Another thing that’s sometimes
a problem is the time difference. To

Outstanding productivity
boost in Sutherland’s case
study on SirsiDynix
do what SirsiDynix did, you need to
have daily Scrum meetings. If that is
impossible I would revert to what is
really the recommended approach of
the Scrum alliance – they view the SirsiDynix as an extreme case which requires real agility at both companies.
For most projects where you have big
time differences like California–India
you have to have independent teams.
And then you coordinate the teams by
a Scrum of Scrums.
Somehow the team leaders need
to get together on a regular basis, and
I think that they would have to do it at
night. And having the team leaders at
phone at midnight isn’t as hard as having the whole team.
– There is an important concept for
all the Agile processes and that is you
want to stay as close to the customer
as possible. It is really crucial to have
all the product owners, in the Scrum
sense, very close to the customer.
And you want the product owners close to the teams. Now, what
SirsiDynix did that I haven’t discussed
is that all the Scrum masters were in
Utah, all the product owners were in
Utah, and all the architects were in
Utah. So they had very tight centralized control over the product and the
product direction. And I think that’s
a key component to their success
and certainly contributed to their high
productivity, which became one of the
highest ever documented. µ
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Mary Poppendieck:

”What does

Lean Development

really boil down to?”

✏ By Anders Sixtensson, Business Area Manager at Softhouse Consulting
Mary Poppendieck
Mary Poppendieck has
been working in the Information Technology industry for thirty years. She
has managed solutions
for companies in several
disciplines, including supply chain management,
manufacturing systems,
and digital media.
Her books on Lean
Software Development
are by many considered
to be the leading works
on the subject.
Photo: istockphoto.com
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Anders Sixtensson, senior consultant
and Lean expert at Softhouse Consulting, has collected a number of frequently asked questions from managers and others during his Lean assignments and tutorials. In a discussion
with Mary Poppendieck, creator of
Lean Software Development, he tries
to walk through some issues that always come up.
Mary, many teams claim they are
“agile” or “lean” but often they miss
some of the underlying understanding.
Do you have any quick test to check
whether a team is really “lean”?

I would ask these questions:
Is the team a Whole Team – composed of everyone necessary to deliver
value to the ultimate customer?
Does everyone on the team understand what customers really value?

Is the team focused on delivering
small increments of real value to end
customers?
Does the team reliably and repeatedly deliver on its promises?
I would also take a look at the
team and see if it has both technical
and marketing leadership. I believe
that teams need a leader who understands and cares deeply about the
customers and their problems. They
also need a leader who understands
and cares deeply about the technical
integrity of the product. This leadership may reside in one or two people,
or in small teams it may be distributed among several people. But teams
which lack market and technical leadership tend to produce mediocre results.
I have heard that the traditional way
of developing projects is called “plan-

driven”, and these approaches are now
being replaced by Agile. How would
you say planning is handled in Agile?

I don’t like the term ‘plan-driven’ when
it is used as the opposite of Agile, because there is plenty of planning in Agile. However in Agile, there is no attempt to forecast the future long in advance and then plan as if that forecast
were reality. Agile planning is based on
cycles of discovery: do something, obtain feedback, and adapt. Non-agile approaches tend to be driven by forecasts
of the future and they are notoriously
unable to deal with reality as it unfolds.
In domains where the forecasts are likely to be accurate, you can assume that
the forecast is fact and devise a plan
based on that assumption. However,
when a forecast is a mere guess, it is far
better to use an approach which adapts
to the future as it unfolds.

Is there a “best way” for a company to
switch from forecast-driven planning
to the Agile/Lean approach based on
feedback?

The first step in moving from forecast-driven projects to feedback-driven
Agile/Lean methods is to change the
measurements. The book “Rebirth of
American Industry” by William Waddell and Norman Bodek makes a good
case that the measurements imposed
by traditional cost-accounting methods are the biggest impediment to the
successful implementation of Lean
manufacturing. Similarly, I believe
that the measurements imposed by traditional project management methods
are the biggest impediment to the successful implementation of Lean development. In particular, measuring conformance to plan, as if the plan is an
accurate forecast of the future, is the
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wrong measurement. Instead of measuring variation from plan, we need to
start measuring the delivery of realized
business value.
OK, so after changing the measurements, what’s next?

”...a good
approach
for switching to Agile
is to take a
hard look at
how much
partially
done work
you have in
your system.”

If a company wants to move from a
forecast-driven development to a feedback-driven development, it needs to
shorten the cycle time from customer
request to software delivery, or from
concept to cash. The shorter your delivery cycle time, the more responsive
you can be to feedback. Queuing theory says that short delivery cycle times
depend on having very short queues of
work-in-process, so a good approach
for switching to Agile is to take a hard
look at how much partially done work
you have in your system.
Start by looking for churn (rework):
if you have test-and-fix churn, you are
testing too late. If you have requirements churn, you are specifying re
quirements too soon. Next look at the
defect list: test-driven development
finds and fixes defects before they
need to go on a list. Finally, look for
queues of work between departments:
a cross-functional team can develop
an increment of value from idea to
deployment without using an interdepartmental list or queue.
How does a Lean manager act in her
daily business life? What is new and
what should you remove?

Mary Poppendieck
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I was the leader of a team that invented and commercialized a novel
new product over a three year timeframe. The team was made up mostly of volunteers who could have left
and returned to their regular jobs at
any time. So I spent most of my time
trying to understand what motivated each individual on the team and
providing for that motivation. For
instance, I made sure that the team
members got to brag regularly to their

peers and to their managers about
the great things they were doing. We
celebrated every step of progress and
found ways to make it very visible.
I spent a lot of time walking around
renewing in everyone the marketing
and technical vision of the product.
But I almost never told anyone what to
do – instead I set up weekly meetings
where people figured out by talking to
each other what needed to be done. At
these meetings, team members made
commitments to each other – and I
found that everyone was much more
likely to come through on a personal
commitment than an assigned task.
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Does a Lean project manager commit to
deliver a certain scope to a certain date?

In business, there is only so much
money, and it must be invested wisely. And there are deadlines that cannot
be moved and must be met. So project
managers have an obligation to deliver
the return for which an investment has
been made, and to meet critical deadlines. However, the development team
should have the freedom to discover
the best way to deliver the expected
business return within the deadline.
Cost, schedule and scope are suboptimizing measurements. In particular, in software development, focusing
on pre-defined scope is almost always
a bad approach and usually leads to
excess scope. Generally the best way
to develop software is to deliver the
minimum amount of scope that will
provide the expected business value
– no more. This is done by delivering
minimum useful feature sets in priority
order and deploying them to see what
business value they return.
The right measurements for software development are delivered business value, cycle time to deliver that
value, and customer satisfaction. If
you charter a team to deliver the best
value for the money within a timeline,
then that’s what you get. µ

Lean principles
for multi project environments
✏ By Anders Sixtensson, Business Area Manager at Softhouse Consulting
In a second conversation, Anders
Sixtensson had the opportunity to
discuss Lean Principles in a multiproject environment, and especially
how these can be applied to improve
the business throughput. One source
Mary came back to several times was
Randy Mott, CIO of Dell and later
Hewlett Packard, whose ideas have
had an enormous impact on the industry on how to run IT-organizations.
Anders: I would like us to discuss how
Lean can work in a multi-project organization like a centralized IT organization.

Mary: We often see that IT depart-

ments are not able to think the same
way as the businesses they support.
This was true at 3M, and to some extent is also true at Toyota. IT departments that are embedded in relatively small business units are uniformly
more responsive than separate organizations.
So what I think is wrong is the
very concept of IT Projects in the
first place. I always look for the ultimate owner of the responsibility for
IT success. A McKinsey study claims
that only when business execs are
held responsible for their investments
in IT do they assure the success of
those investments. In most other cases, IT results are mediocre, no
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matter what the competence of the
IT department, their systems, etc.
So, how would you organize the IT resources?

When IT is closer to the money, it
drives the right behavior. I would align
a set of people with a relatively small
business unit and have them contribute to business projects. Okay, so
some business units are large. Still,
same approach. There is no such thing
as an IT project, there are only business projects. I recommend the strategy of Inditex for your consideration.
There, they do NOTHING absent a
very clear pull from the business. They
spend about 0.5% of sales on IT.
In IT organization you always split
your efforts between innovation and
“keep-the-lights-on”. What have you
seen as “best-practice”?

When Randy Mott moved from WalMart to become became the CIO of
Dell in 2000, he found that approximately 70% of all IT effort was spent
doing “lights-on” work. He set a goal
of reducing “lights-on” work to 25%
of IT spending in five years. Within
three years, 30% of Dell’s IT organization had shifted focus from keeping
the lights on to innovation, almost tripling Dell’s return on investment in IT.
What is important from a Lean perspective to have in mind if you would
manage a portfolio of projects?

The important thing to have in mind
is your customer. First of all, you have
a downstream customer, and ultimately the results of software development
provide value to someone who pays
or spends time with the final product
that software is a part of. The thing
to focus on is the timeline from when
that final customer expresses a need or
sends in an order until they get what
they need and are using it. This timeline – from concept to cash – should
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be as short as possible with (ideally) no
time or effort expended that is not focused on delivering customer value.
How can you understand what your
time line is today?

In our classes we have people draw a value stream map of this timeline: they lay
out the main steps from concept to cash
and put in average times for each step.
Then they determine how much of that
time was spent actually adding value.
Often less that 10% of the time is spent
adding value, and from the point of view
of Lean, the rest of the time is waste.
The places in the value stream map
where things slow down point out
the best opportunities to improve the
process. Large queues are often found
between departments, indicating a lack
of communication. Loop-backs are also
indicators of waste. For example, we
often see that over 50% of requirements
have to be changed after they are written. This means that they were written too soon. Very frequently we see
a huge test-and-fix step, which means
that testing occurred too late.
You mention in your latest book “plan
thoughtfully and commit sparingly”
and I know that my clients on the business side ordering IT services would
have a hard time to accept this. The
lack of trust seem to be the underlying
reason for much of the behavior.

You are certainly right; a lack of trust is
driving this behavior. I think the underlying problem is thinking of IT as a different entity than the business. (Am
I sounding like a broken record?) It is
contractual thinking generated by a “wethey” divide that drives businesses to
seek premature commitment from IT.
Think of it this way – the commitment of IT should match the commitment of the business. For example, the overall revenue of a business
unit is usually seen as a commitment
to the markets, because if the busi-

ness does not meet its public projections, the stock market will kill it.
Thus these projections are truly considered a commitment. How they
will be achieved, however, remains to
be determined as the year (or quarter)
unfolds. Why treat IT any differently?
No problem with a high level commitment, but HOW that commitment is achieved remains to be determined as the business needs unfold.
Finally, Lean is much about removing
waste. What is the common waste in a
multi project environment?

I think that the biggest waste in a
multi project environment is thinking that it is a good thing to do a lot of
projects at the same time. Lean thinking teaches exactly the opposite: Do
the most important thing first, do
it quickly and well, get it done, and
then go on to the next most important
thing. The payoff from each project
will come far earlier, and the overall resource need will be significantly lower.
Let’s say you have three projects
to do, and each will take a month.
Assume, for the sake of argument,
that you can’t decide which is the
most important, so you work on all
three at once. What happens? Instead
of getting one project done at the end
of month 1, the second done at the
end of month 2, and the third done at
the end of month 3, NOTHING gets

Basic principles for reducing “lights-on-activities”
according to Randy Mott, CIO of Dell, and later HP:
open-standard comput1 Use
ing platforms

your way out of legacy.
4 Build
Data warehouses should be

the speed of deliv2 Increase
ery. No development cycle

built to answer any question
at any time.

should exceed six months.

3

Focus on ’extreme integration’ and build common global
systems.

the value. Every ef5 Show
fort should clearly deliver
value that the business can
measure.

Adapted from Business-Technologist Visions What’s Your Legacy? Jan. 27, 2003.

done until month 5! Why is this? Task
switching takes time, delays introduce
the need for change, and lack of focus
introduces quality problems.
Stop thinking “large project”
and start thinking “series of small
projects”. We already talked about
Randy Mott, who as CIO of Dell limited development cycle time to six
months. He also reduced the number
of strategic initiatives at Dell from 250
to 12. In 2005, Mott moved from Dell
to become CIO of Hewlett Packard.
The first thing he did was to reduce
the number of projects from 1500 to a
couple hundred. Mott says: “If you
at least limit the number of things you
go after, you can actually get them
done faster and get more things done
in the same amount of time.” µ

“Do the most important thing
first (...), get it done, and then
go on to the next most
important thing.”
SOFTHOUSE | LEAN MAGAZINE
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Bent Jensen, BestBrains:

Getting started
Bent Jensen’s recommen
dations for introducing
Agile/Lean in an organi
zation.

”Agile/Lean is the
best known way to
create software”

Make sure there is
buy-in around the
table.
Developers are generally very motivated by Agile, but even managers
and QA need to see that
an Agile/Lean process will
help them in their work. Involve QA early and do not
let them be the bad guys
that keep software from
shipping. Assist managers
to realize that a true Agile
team is more self-manag
ing, thus freeing the manager to become more of a
leader and a coach than a
traditional command and
control manager.

1

✏ By Fredrik Hellén-Halme, Senior Consultant at Softhouse Consulting
Bent Jensen
Bent Jensen is Director and Consultant at the
Danish Agile Consulting
firm BestBrains. BestBrains is primarily helping
software companies implement faster and more
effective ways to do software, with a Lean and
Agile foundation.
Bent has worked with
a number of companies
on shaping their processes for distributed/outsourced development.

Bent Jensen is director and consultant at the Danish Agile Consulting
firm BestBrains, a company that is
primarily helping software companies
implement faster and more effective
ways to do software, with a Lean and
Agile foundation.
What do you see as the benefits of
Agile/Lean?

Agile/Lean is in my view currently the
best known way to create software.
There may be more or less (to a certain
level) rigidity and ceremony depend
ing on the organization and the prod
uct they are creating. But the overall principle of building the software
in increments, having early feedback
and continuous integration will help
any software project. The people as-

”Agile without
discipline is
just sloppy”
pects, as exemplified by a Scrum process, common workplace, and common
code-ownership, are powerful practices that will also help any organization
getting more done, keep focus and
continuously improve.
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For us (se p. 21) using these techniques meant greater productivity and being less sensitive to variation, whether from within the group
(someone being out sick, or leaving
for a new job) or from outside our
group (changes in dates and priorities). On top of that we managed to
have a much better quality than any
other group. We had around 10 % of
the number of defects other departments had.
The main sources for this were a
very well-integrated testing team, a
rigid standard for unit-test and our
continuous strive for better results.
Any serious problem was seen as
an opportunity for reflection and
improvement of our processes.

Pick a winnable
project.
No method can save a
death-march project. Also
be aware that there is
some overhead in the beginning.

2

Are there any drawbacks to Agile/
Lean?

It takes determination and serious
work to get there. Agile without discipline is just sloppy and will get you
nowhere. So unless you are dedicated
to quality and serious about getting
better results, you should not try to
do it.

What aspects need to be watched
closely to ensure successful im
plementation?

That a few basic rules are followed.

Make sure that the
needed infrastruc
ture is in place.
At least some of it – or
make sure it can be created early in the project.
Most important is continuous integration servers,
test frameworks etc.

3

>>
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”don’t be
fooled by the
simplicity”
>>

That daily stand-up meetings are kept
on track, and are short, energetic
and productive. That problems are
dealt with as they occur, and that
visibility is high in terms of burndown charts and visible user stories.
It is important to create visual signs
of progress as well as of problems.
For distributed teams this can be
a problem. In my experience there
is no real substitute for a colocated
team, but several measures can be
taken to make the problems of being distributed less of a problem. Jeff
Sutherland has a great article on distributed Scrums that lays out a good
model for dealing with a group of remote developers.
Do you have any preference for a particular method or a set of practices?

It depends a lot on the organization
and their culture. Practices should be
picked so they support what is good
now and solves the most immediate
problems.
Having said that, I believe that XP
core engineering practices, combined
with a Scrum approach to project
management is a very powerful, wellproven combination. Adding Lean
techniques as root cause analysis and
continuous improvement makes it
better and better over time.

20 SOFTHOUSE | LEAN MAGAZINE

Are there methods that are easier to
introduce (for organizations which
want some quick wins)?

Yes. Start from within. Introduce short
iterations, daily meetings and plan
ahead in one iteration. Have plans
visible on a whiteboard or for geo
graphically separated teams in some
kind of collaboration tool everything
can see at the same time, mimicking
the task whiteboard.

Do you have any other words of advice
for organizations about introducing
Agile/Lean?

Always be willing to change and adjust,
but stick to the basic practices for a
while. Scrum is a good framework and
easy to start with. But don’t be fooled
by the simplicity – there will be problems and they should be dealt with, in
a way that preserves the basic structure of the method – at least in a 3–6
month period. µ
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The Agile Leap
or how Bent Jensen went
from scepticism to conviction

A professional approach in software
development started in 1990 when I
was offered a job at SAS Institute as
consultant/developer/trainer. A few
years later I was part of an R&D fa
cility in Copenhagen, creating Busi
ness Intelligence software specifical
ly for the European markets.
The Agile leap came in the year 2000,
when we made a subdivision to a
much larger US-based division, focused only on Business Intelligence.
We would gradually lose the domain
knowledge advantage that had made
us important to SAS Institute, so we
had to create value another way. Our
aim was to be the best engineering
unit within the company. That meant
superior service to customers, internal as well as external, never miss a
deadline and have the best software
quality of all engineering teams. That
required serious process focus.
After a while we presented a plan
to our team. One of the key elements was that we wanted to start
doing formal reviews, since that was
claimed to be one of the most costeffective ways to improve quality. The
plan was met with resistance from
the development team, especially
from one developer who told us that

he had just read about a new thing
called eXtreme Programming. “Why
don’t we try this instead?” he asked,
“XP claims that review is done all the
time, as part of the pair programming
practice.”
I have to admit that I, as a manager,
was skeptical at first, when I learned
about the concepts in XP. Two people
doing one person’s work – that cannot
be productive! Collective code-owner
ship – doesn’t that mean that nobody
takes responsibility?
But since our developers were very
much in favor, and I definitely could
see the value of thorough automated
testing, and at the same time the
pragmatic and disciplined approach to
design and planning, we decided to
give it a try.
We did not change completely
overnight but took a gradual approach.
We tried to take only a few steps at a
time, and always made sure to carefully evaluate and make necessary
adjustments.
One of the defining moments
came when we had completed a
number of iterations and felt we
were doing pretty well. The team had
created a utility to measure our test
coverage. The results were depressing! We thought we followed the XP

paradigm of “test everything that can
break” and in reality we had tests for
only around 30 % of the classes in
our software. After analyzing the problems, it became clear that because
of the competitive relationship we
had with another group, we had em
phasized making slick demos at the
end of each iteration rather than creating production quality software. Good
motivation made us do the wrong
things, an interesting insight!
As a team we decided that if we
were to take ourselves seriously, we
needed to fix this problem so it would
not come back. We decided to stop
doing more features in the current iteration and let our counterparts know that
we could not deliver as promised at
the end of the month. We then spent
all the time creating the missing tests.
Much of the code was not testable, so
we had to rewrite it in order to make it
work. But after that, we had reached a
new level in our practices. This helped
install test-discipline in everybody, and
we never faced that problem again.
It became as natural as making sure
that a program complies, to never
declare anything finished without an
accompanying suite of tests. µ
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Scrum in Five Minutes
reaches 5 000

Scrumming

Photo: istockphoto.com

In the sports of rugby union and rugby league, a
scrummage or scrum is a way of restarting the
game, either after an accidental infringement
or when the ball has gone out of play (in rugby
league only). Scrums occur more often, and are
of greater importance, in union than in league.
In both sports, a scrum is formed by the
players who are designated forwards binding together in three rows. The scrum then
‘engages’ with the opposition team so that the
players’ heads are interlocked with those of the
other side’s front row. The scrum half from the
team that did not infringe then throws the ball
into the tunnel created in the space between
the two sets of front rowers’ legs. Both teams
may then try to compete for the ball by trying to
hook the ball backwards with their feet.
(Wikipedia)

Godfathers
of Scrum
”Takeuchi and Nonaka are Godfathers of the
Scrum Agile Process since they coined the term
in their seminal paper in the Harvard Business
Review in 1986.”
From Jeff Sutherland’s blog.
The famous study by Takeuchi and Nonaka was
the starting point for Jeff Sutherland when he developed the Scrum process at Easel Corporation
in 1993, where it became the basis for team formation. Sutherland adopted their sports related
analogy as the name of the process as a whole.

The Agile Manifesto

Snowbird ski resort in Utah
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In 2001, a group of 17 leading thinkers
in the field of Agile development (at that
time referred to as “light-weight methodologies”) gathered for a workshop at the
Snowbird ski resort in Utah. The result
was the Agile manifesto – ”the canonical
definition of Agile development, and accompanying Agile principles.”
Behind the Agile Manifesto are principles like these:
• Customer satisfaction by rapid, continuous delivery of useful software
• Working software is delivered frequently (weeks rather than months)
• Working software is the principal
measure of progress

• Even late changes in requirements are
welcomed
• Close, daily, cooperation between business people and developers
• Face-to-face conversation is the best
form of communication
• Projects are built around motivated
individuals, who should be trusted
• Continuous attention to technical
excellence and good design
• Simplicity
• Self-organizing teams
• Regular adaptation to changing circumstances
http://agilemanifesto.org

9275
ISBN 074324

The most concise description of Lean Thinking has
probably been made by
Womack and Jones in their
bestseller with the same
name, where it is expressed
in these five short and snappy points:

Ë Specify value in the eyes of
the customer
Ë Identify the value stream
and eliminate waste
Ë Make value flow at the pull
of the customer
Ë Involve and empower employees
Ë Continuously improve in
the pursuit of perfection

Softhouse’s 16-page illustrated
overview of the Scrum methodology, “Scrum in Five Minutes”,
has become more popular then
could ever be imagined. More
than 5 000 downloads have
been registered just in the last
six months. It has also been the
subject of many articles and comments in Agile blogs, including the
blog of Scrum founder Jeff Sutherland, www.jeffsutherland.com,
where he says:
“On my laptop, I can run this PDF
in full screen mode as a slide
show and use it for press briefings or short overviews
for those not familiar with Scrum, particularly when
working on “Scrum for Everybody” for non-IT implementations.”
The software-news portal, www.infoq.com also had an article about the brochure, and one of the comments could
have been taken from a Carlsberg beer advertisement:
“Probably the best Scrum document ever created.”
One can find commentaries about the brochure in almost
any language, it seems:
“Eine wirklich nett gemachte Einführung in Scrum”
www.denkwerft.de
”Scrum in five minutes es un documento que nos proporciona este vistazo de cinco minutos de Scrum. Se
trata de un documento ideal para informar a la gerencia de en qué consiste ‘eso de Scrum’ y facilitarnos la
tarea de buscar un sponsor que respalde nuestra labor
si pensamos en implantar Scrum.”
http://geeks.ms
”Uma das melhores referências que eu já vi para apresentar Scrum para quem ainda não conhece é o artigo.”
www.dojofloripa.wordpress.com

Scrum in five minutes can be downloaded from
www.softhouse.se/sbm -> Downloads
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The Art of Agility
I hear a rustling in
the brush, and out
of the corner of my
left eye I see something light shoot
through the grass
like an arrow. Before I have a chance to
turn around I suddenly hear a bark coming
from a completely
different direction.
Loopy has just lived
up to her name and now comes zooming up from
my right side. In her mouth she proudly carries
her prize: a big branch.
My Loopy is truly a living illustration of the
concept “Agile.” The dictionary defines the word
as “marked by the ready ability to move with
quick easy grace.” And who could illustrate this
better than a fun-loving Jack Russell terrier?
Even when we use agility as a technical concept, Loopy can serve as a symbol. Watch her run
at full speed, make an instant decision, and suddenly change direction – apparently without the
slightest effort! She always seems to know where
she’s going, and she never wastes time on unnecessary concerns.
Now Loopy and I come to an open space in the
heath country, shaped like a huge triangle. Loopy
experiences a burst of pure joy – she runs loop
after loop, with her tongue hanging out of the corner of her mouth. Suddenly in my thoughts I see
the picture I drew on the whiteboard in my room:
my own way of summarizing Lean thinking.
• In the first corner: Value and Waste. This point
mainly focuses on WHAT we do and deliver. It’s a
matter of understanding the value created and what
the customer wants. At the same time we have to
recognize the waste that has to be eliminated. Here
is the entire message of early deliveries. And not
just any deliveries, but the deliveries that generate
the greatest value. We might not even have to do
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any more work than that, even if we thought we
had to from the start.
We use Toyota’s famous seven points checklist to identify waste. These points help us reveal
what generates customer value and we don’t work
with anything else.
• In the second corner: Manage-the-flow. Now it’s
about HOW we work to maximize. We use simple logistics principles to manage the pipeline of
resources and supporting tools. We avoid starting
more than what the bottleneck allows, working
with one thing at a time and focusing on frequent
deliveries with short lead times.
• In the third corner: People and Leadership –
here we focus on WHO does the work and makes
the decisions. We try to leave the decision-making to the persons who have the right expertise.
We work in teams in which all skills needed in
the flow from start to finish are represented. Clear
goals and simple rules are the prerequisites for
high speed.
And across the entire whiteboard I write “Optimize the whole.” We must retain an overview
throughout the process. NO value is created until
we reach the customer. This requires each one of
us to consider how our own professional role fits
in with the whole. We own the system together
and share responsibility for ensuring that everything is done as efficiently as possible.
Loopy brings me back to the present. She stands
still, twenty feet ahead of me, watching me alertly.
As I pick up a branch from the ground I call to her:
“Here comes a new backlog. Time for the next
sprint!”
Loopy obviously knows
exactly what I’m talking about!
Anders Sixtensson
Business Area Manager
at Softhouse Consulting

